WARNING

CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 MARVEL

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Party Combo
Serves 16
280/430 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

Licensed

MARVEL Avengers
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Batcopter™ rotor spins!

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
BATMAN and all related characters and elements are © & TM of DC Comics (s18)
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Party Combo
Serves 16
280/430 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 MARVEL

Marvel's Black Panther
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Vehicles really roll!

©2018 DecoPac

Cars 3

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney/Pixar

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Age Grade 3+
Sheets Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade 3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

BATMAN, JUSTICE LEAGUE, SUPERMAN, and all related characters and elements © & ™ DC Comics. (s18)
Bakery Guide
2018/2019

Minion™ figure has a hula dance motion!

Licensed

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Licensed

©2018 DecoPac

Despicable Me 3™

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

TM & © Universal Studios

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

©2018 DecoPac
©Disney

Swimming Ariel on waves!

Licensed

Disne Princess - Ariel

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/310 cal. per each

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color
180/300 cal. per each

Licensed
Disney Princess

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Includes three princess figurines!

CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 Deco Pac
©Disney
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

Licensed
Age Grade
3+
WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney

©2018 DecoPac

Bakery Guide 2018/2019
Disney PhotoCake®
PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors.

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney
Licensed

Doc McStuffins

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

©Disney

Age Grade
3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 DecoPac
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice
of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Personlize
your cake by
adding your own
message

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Licensed

©2018 DecoPac

Elena of Avalor

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Party Combo
Serves 16
280/430 cal. per slice

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message & icing colors

Emojis™ is a registered trademark. © 2015 - 2018 emoji company GmbH. All rights reserved.

WARNING
Choking Hazard - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 DecoPac
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message!

Sisters figurine and Olaf background!

Licensed
Disney Bakery Guide 2018/2019

©2018 DecoPac

©Disney

Age Grade 3+

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Series 24
190/510 cal. per each

Party Combo
Serves 16
280/430 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Includes 3 Hello Kitty® stampers and 1 ink pad!

©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade
3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors.

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the Licenser approved cake design shown.

Licensed

**Two Tier Cake**
- Serves 64
- 160/170 cal. per slice

**Sheet Cake**
- Shown on 1/4 Sheet Cake
- Serves 24
- 170-320 cal. per slice

**Party Combo**
- Serves 16
- 280/430 cal. per slice

**Cupcakes**
- Available in your choice of icing color
- 180/300 cal. per each

---

**WARNING**
- CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
- Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney/Pixar

**PERSONALIZE**
your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

©2018 DecoPac
Sheet Cake

Sheet Cake Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake

Serves 24
190/510 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake

Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes

Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

©2019 DecoPac

Age Grade
3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney

Licensed Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

The Lion King
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice
of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Personalize your cake by adding your own message.
Roll the log & watch the background rotate!

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Licensed
©2019 DecoPac

The Lion King

The Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney
**Bakery Guide 2018/2019**

**Two Tier Cake**
- Serves 64
- 100/170 cal. per slice

**Sheet Cake**
- Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
- Serves 24
- 170-320 cal. per slice

**PERSONALIZE**
your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

**Cupcakes**
- Available in your choice of icing color
- 180/300 cal. per each

©2018 DecoPac

©2018 MARVEL

**WARNING**
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©2018 MARVEL

**Marvel's Superheroes PhotoCake®**

©2018 DecoPac
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
190/510 cal. per each

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/510 cal. each

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

Mickey's car is free-wheeling!

©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade
3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

Licensed

©2018 DecoPac

Mickey Mouse

©Disney

WARNING

CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

©Disney
Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors

©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade 3+

WARNING CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown. ©Disney

Walmart Bakery Guide 2018/2019

Mickey Mouse & Friends
Minnie /figurine is removable from frame. Fun activity card included!

**PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message**

**Sheet Cake**
- Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
- Serves 24
- 170-320 cal. per slice

**Two Tier Cake**
- Serves 64
- 100/170 cal. per slice

**Sheet Cake**
- Available in your choice of icing color!
- 180/300 cal. per each

**Cupcake Cake**
- Serves 24
- 190/510 cal. per each

**Cupcakes**
- Available in your choice of icing color!
- 180/300 cal. per each

**WARNING**: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown. ©Disney

©2018 DecoPac

©Disney

**Age Grade**: 3+
PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message, photo & icing colors.

Sheet Cake
Shown on ¹⁄₄ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Party Combo
Serves 16
280/430 cal. per slice

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney
Moana Bakery Guide 2018/2019

Sheet Cake
Shown on 1/4 Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Sheet Cake
Shown on 1/4 Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message
Moana figurine can be nested in the frame!

Moana
Licensed

Disney
©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade
3+

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.
©Disney
Sheet Cake
Shown on ¼ Sheet Cake
Serves 24
170-320 cal. per slice

Cupcake Cake
Serves 24
190/310 cal. per each

Cupcakes
Available in your choice of icing color!
180/300 cal. per each

PERSONALIZE your cake by adding your own message

©2018 DecoPac

Age Grade
3+

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Bakery is required to follow the licensor approved cake design shown.

HASBRO and its logo, MY LITTLE PONY and all related characters are trademarks of Hasbro and are used with permission. ©2018 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

Two Tier Cake
Serves 64
100/170 cal. per slice

My Little Pony™

Licensed

©2018 DecoPac
Ask your decorator about your favorite character!